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Silver Moon
Do As Infinity

[Intro] C7M(9)  D9  E7(11)  A7(11)

Em7     
Everything is in the shadows
D6
I was young and I was sure
A7(11)
Free me from the shackles
C7M
You re the cure for me

Em7                         D6
When it comes to how I feel about you
It is off the chart
A4
Your words, like ice
     C7M
They chill my beating heart

[Pré-Refrão]

Am7(9)                 Bm7
I belonged with you, I thought

       C7M   Am6
But it was a mirror of tears

[Refrão]

        C7M   D        Em7
Hold me tight till the dawn
       C7M     Bm7        Em7
End of you and me and our history
      C7M  D
So it ends you and I
        C7M        Bm7
But the fire in my heart
        Em7
It will never die

Em7                        D6
Gazing at the mirror other faces fade into my view
A7(11)                            C7M
Lack of sleep and novels blur the edge of who?
Em7
Snow is dancing round the garden
D6



Flower petals in the air
A7(11)
I burn for you
C7M
My prince will never come

[Pré-Refrão]

Am7(9)                 Bm7
I belonged with you, I thought
       C7M   Am6
But it was a mirror of tears

[Refrão]

        C7M   D        Em7
Hold me tight till the dawn
       C7M     Bm7        Em7
End of you and me and our history
      C7M  D
So it ends you and I
        C7M        Bm7
But the fire in my heart
        Em7
It will never die

( C7M(9)  D9  E7(11)  A7(11) )

[Refrão]

        C7M   D        Em7
Hold me tight till the dawn
       C7M     Bm7        Em7
End of you and me and our history
      C7M  D
So it ends you and I
        C7M        Bm7
But the fire in my heart
        Em7
It will never die

C7M(9)                     D9
Every word you said to me, lies
E7                      A7(11)
Water show me clear and so true

C7M(9)                     D9
Every word you said to me, lies
E7(11)                      A7
Silver Moon, bewildered and blue
C7M(9)                     D9
Every word you said to me, lies
E7                      A7(11)



Water show me clear and so true

C7M(9)                     D9
Every word you said to me, lies
E7(11)                      A7
Silver Moon, bewildered and blue


